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the good, the bad and the
ugly. And so much UGLY
there is.
This is where my frustration comes in. This is when
I start wondering who is in
denial? Who really are the
bad folks? Who is really behind this big machine here
in Quebec at Loto Quebec?
Why don't our schools
teach kids aboutTHE REAL
world they are living in?
Teach them about manners, about how to live on
your own, about how to
properly take care of finances for a teenager or
young adolescent, to learn
how to pay bills, about how
gambling can get you into a
pile of trouble, about what
owing money on credit
cards means. These topics
ARE important. Yes, it's
great to learn about Montcalm and Wolfe. It is wonderful to know who won
The Battle of Hastings. It is
delightful to know what
year Beethoven wrote his
5th symphony. But really,
what about learning how
and when and why to open
the car door for someone
or give up your seat on a
bus for the elderly. How to
spend your $900 a month
you take home as a student
and spend the money
wisely, learning that rent
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35th aniversary
Why pay costly tank exchange
prices as high as S29. 95!
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& PROPANE CENTER

• K11owledgeable service
• Sale ofquality BBQ's & accessories
• Expert repairs & parts for all makes
• Repair pick up & delivery service
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When you gamble, you are not
only gambling with your
money, but with your friends,
family, job and home.
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Are you prepared
to lose it all?
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Howard P Riback - Gaming/Gambling Specialist Inspirational Speaker - a.k.a. "The
Cleaner" 514 659 5621
howard@theribackgroup.com
www.theribackgroup.com

Gambling... Are you trapped?

WE REFILL YOUR TANK
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and money for food comes
first, not money for the
"Texas Hold ·em" game at a
friends house Friday night.
Planet earth in the year
2009 IS a wonderful place
to live, but we have much to
learn. We haven't kept up
with the rules, as the game
of life is forever changing.
Let· s teach Quebecers
HOW to gamble, WHY to
gamble, WHEN to gamble
and all that comes with it.
Putting a 2 inch by 2 inch
sticker on a machine with a
phone number to call if you
are feeling bad just doesn't
cut it. Good for the sticker
manufacturer, but useless in
the real world. That's like
calling Air Canada to complain about the flight as the
plane is going down!
Gambling. The random
act of doing something
without any control of the
outcome. Sort of like getting married, predicting the
weather or guessing what
comes out of George W
Bushes mouth. It's gambling,
no matter how you look at
it.

For HELP call
Howard P. Riback 51~59-5621
He has been there and has come out on the winning side
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